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Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) is a family-owned company with global operations, providing solutions that make the
lives of billions of people more secure. Digital and physical security technologies make G+D the trusted partner to
customers in securing payment processes, identities, connectivity and data. Thus, the Giesecke+Devrient Group
with its four business sectors is creating confidence.
To further boost the success of G+D products in rapidly developing and growing markets and to allow a swift
response to changing market requirements the group consists of a strategic holding company
Giesecke & Devrient GmbH and four legally independent business sectors:
G+D Currency Technology is a global technology leader in Banknote and Currency Management Solutions
ensuring an efficient and secure money cycle. As the trusted partner of central banks and the currency industry it
offers the full range of expertise and innovative technologies to improve efficiencies in the cash cycle. The
business sectors' solutions are based on a portfolio ranging from banknote security solutions, substrate, printing
and processing systems to cash centers, plant engineering, managed services, and lifecycle services.
G+D Mobile Security is an international leader of identity management services providing systems for the
administration and protection of digital identities, especially in telecommunications and electronic payments.
Along the whole life cycle this business sector supplies banks, wireless operators, local public transit authorities,
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and other companies with scalable security solutions comprising
hardware, software, and services for mobile security.
Veridos, a joint venture of Giesecke+Devrient GmbH and Bundesdruckerei GmbH, creates secure and pioneering
identification and identity solutions for the international market.
secunet Security Networks is a leading German supplier of sophisticated IT security. By working closely with its
customers - companies, authorities, and international organizations - secunet develops high-performing products
and advanced IT security solutions.
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G+D Quality Commitment
Quality is an expression of our corporate philosophy and a component of G+D's tradition. Our strategy stipulates
extensive communication with our customers and other market relevant parties. Based on that, we provide
innovative solutions generating added-value, trust and satisfaction for our customers and users of our products.
Maintaining and raising the level of customer satisfaction is one of our company's top priorities, which we
combine with our striving for continuous improvement. Thinking and acting in a quality, performance and cost
conscious manner is a prerequisite for both customer satisfaction and the company's lasting success. These major
principles are complemented by always considering legal and regulatory requirements. All employees around the
world are obliged to act accordingly, on a daily basis. Globally working together in a collaborative and process
oriented manner contributes to our process of continuous improvement.
Competence and quality are no static concepts, but rather dynamic ones. We recognize the important role that all
our employees play in achieving a high quality level for our customers To ensure that G+D remains successful, all
individuals are obligated and supported to improve their skills and performance. Managers, together with their
subordinates, set goals and measurable performance objectives and carry out performance appraisals.
The quality of our products and services is guaranteed by the planning of quality assurance measures and
systematic process monitoring. The areas of development, production, and service establish strategic partnerships
with suppliers and entities able to provide specialized know-how. These partners are then included in our quality
management system.
An essential element to nurture this approach in a sustainable way is the quality management system that has
been established at G+D. This system meets the requirements set forth in the DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 standard.
Additionally, individual business sectors comply to other applicable industry standards and hold specific
certifications such as IATF 16949 and ISO 14298.
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